Development of simple fitness landscapes for peptides by artificial neural filter systems.
The applicability of artificial neural filter systems as fitness functions for sequence-oriented peptide design was evaluated. Two example applications were selected: classification of dipeptides according to their hydrophobicity and classification of proteolytic cleavage-sites of protein precursor sequences according to their mean hydrophobicities and mean side-chain volumes. The cleavage-sites covered 12 residues. In the dipeptide experiments the objective was to separate a selected set of molecules from all other possible dipeptide sequences. Perceptrons, feedforward networks with one hidden layer, and a hybrid network were applied. The filters were trained by a (1, lambda) evolution strategy. Two types of network units employing either a sigmoidal or a unimodal transfer function were used in the feedforward filters, and their influence on classification was investigated. The two-layer hybrid network employed gaussian activation functions. To analyze classification of the different filter systems, their output was plotted in the two-dimensional sequence space. The diagrams were interpreted as fitness landscapes qualifying the markedness of a characteristic peptide feature which can be used as a guide through sequence space for rational peptide design. It is demonstrated that the applicability of neural filter systems as a heuristic method for sequence optimization depends on both the appropriate network architecture and selection of representative sequence data. The networks with unimodal activation functions and the hybrid networks both led to a number of local optima. However, the hybrid networks produced the best prediction results. In contrast, the filters with sigmoidal activation produced good reclassification results leading to fitness landscapes lacking unreasonable local optima. Similar results were obtained for classification of both dipeptides and cleavage-site sequences.